
                 Keep Track of Driver Progress 
     Directions:   Rate teen driver safety knowledge, skill, performance, & adaptability to date for the following safe driving behaviors.  

Repeat this assessment every 2 months to track teen safe driving progress.  Use the following rating system: 

0 = not enough information to judge at this time    ~    1 = needs improvement    ~    2 = fair    ~    3 = good 
 

Knowledge Skill Performance Adaptability SAFE DRIVING BEHAVIORS 
Remember, performing a behavior correctly a couple of 
times does not mean competence!  Competence means 
always performing the behavior correctly in many different 
kinds of driving situations.   

Date 
Knows the 
information 

related to how 
& why 

Has the ability 
to use 

knowledge & 
maneuver the 

vehicle 

Safely 
navigates 

roadways & 
interacts with 

roadway users 

Performs well 
in various 

situations & 
under various 

conditions 

Prepared:  Adjusts seat, steering wheel, & mirrors, & 
wears seat belt 

     

Positive attitude: Is a courteous driver      

Follows laws: Always follows traffic laws & traffic control 
devices.  Wears seat belt, stays within the speed limit, 
determines right-of-way, never drives after using alcohol or 
other drugs, etc. 

     

Starts & stops: “Smooth” starts & stops      

Steering control: "Smooth" steering       

Vision control: Constantly searches driving environment 
(mirrors & head turning) looking for signs, vehicles, 
pedestrians, bicyclists, etc. 

     

Blindspots: Checks "blindspots" by looking over the 
shoulder before turning or changing lanes 

     

Speed control: Stays within the speed limit & chooses a 
speed that is appropriate for traffic conditions, weather 
conditions, road conditions, etc. 

     

Attention: Constantly monitors lane position, speed 
control, & mirrors    

     

Communication: Uses turn signals when turning or 
changing lanes 

     

Intersections: Looks ahead to intersections to determine 
what is there even before getting there 

     

Right-of-Way: Watches for right-of-way situations & 
determines appropriate rules 

     

Turns: Signals, searches, & keeps speeds fluid through 
the turn.  The left turn is a wide, sweeping turn at a fairly 
regular speed.  The right turn is a tighter, slower turn. 

     

Gap Selection: Chooses an appropriate "gap" when 
entering traffic or entering or turning onto another street. 

     

Accelerates/Merges:  Smoothly gets up or down to the 
appropriate speed while maintaining lane position.  On 
highways, uses the on/off ramps to help build or decrease 
speed.   

     

Following Distance:  Keeps a safe following distance 
based on speed, weather conditions, traffic conditions, 
road conditions, etc. 

     

Night Driving: Slows & constantly searches the driving 
environment when driving under low light or dark 
conditions 

     

Wet conditions: Slows & constantly searches the driving 
environment when driving under wet or icy conditions 

     

* Contact your teen’s driver education instructor if you would like more of these handouts to assess teen driving 
 


